
REEVALUATING 
& RESETTING
DIVERSITY, EQUITY 
& INCLUSION



COMMITMENT 

Our commitment to our members, the 
public and to one another is to be mindful, 
respectful and accommodating of the 
differences that make us distinct from 
one another, but taken together, define us 
as a whole. We’ll communicate regularly 
about our progress and share best 
practices to demonstrate our commitment 
in advancing an inclusion agenda. We 
welcome all feedback, shared experiences 
and discussion from our membership, 
stakeholders and industry partners.   

REEVALUATING & RESETTING 

From our vantage point, leadership demographics 
across brokerages are not as diverse as the 
populations we serve—this could imply an equal 
opportunity issue. Volunteers, event attendees 
and brokers in positions of influence are relatively 
homogeneous—this could imply an inclusion issue. 

We have a lot to learn and lot to share. We believe 
we’re well positioned to uplift our workforce and 
communities through dialogue, education and 
engagement, to evolve our businesses and better 
serve a diverse marketplace. 

APPROACH
Recent events have brought increased attention to conversations that rightfully should have taken place 
sooner. There’s an urgent imperative for organizations to be deliberate and explicit in their policies and 
actions on Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) of all kinds.

With the creation of IBAO’s DEI Committee, we’re reevaluating not just hiring practices but all policies, 
from the way staff are expected to interact, to the way we communicate with members and the public, 
in order to implement a structured approach to meet the systemic pressures that have created so many 
imbalances throughout society. 

As an association, we represent brokers from a wide variety of ethnic and cultural backgrounds, whose 
clients represent the same. It’s our collective responsibility to ensure we’re representing and serving 
Ontario’s multiethnic, multicultural society. 

This document sets IBAO’s direction, priorities, objectives and commitments on DEI. It aligns with our 
organizational purpose and focuses on attracting and developing the best talent to support social and 
economic development of our collective communities.
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Our goal is to create a culture of belonging, beginning internally, expanding outward 
through IBAO’s Board of Directors and Membership, advancing the discussion within the 
broader industry, and positively impacting the next generation of brokers. It’s imperative 
that Ontario consumers see themselves represented within Ontario’s broker channel.   
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

IBAO STAFF

IBAO BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

IBAO MEMBERSHIP

ONTARIO’S INSURANCE INDUSTRY 

PUBLIC/NEXT GEN BROKERS  

Open Dialogue

Community Outreach & Support

Recruitment to the Broker Channel

Business Partner Selection

Education & Training

Marketing, Communication & Events
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STRATEGIC FOCUS



TACTICS

OPEN DIALOGUE

• Leading the discussion with our 
membership through education, 
drawing on differences in background, 
generation, belief and experiences of a 
diverse audience

• Learning from our members who 
are leading the way in their own DEI 
initiatives   

COMMUNITY OUTREACH & SUPPORT

• Ensuring that IBAO funding not only 
supports a diverse range of community 
groups but is put towards advancing 
the discussion of equity, diversity and 
inclusion within the insurance industry

• Applying an DEI lens when evaluating 
communities and corporate initiatives 
to support, collaborate with and 
promote

RECRUITMENT TO THE BROKER 
CHANNEL

• Promoting materials, visuals, examples 
and modes of access that draw on the 
differences in background, generation, 
belief and experiences of a diverse 
audience

• Adding an optional question to Broker 
Launchpad RIBO L1 surveys to identify 
social categorization (gender identity, 
race, religion, disability), creating 
baseline data to inform areas of 
improvement 

• 

BUSINESS PARTNER SELECTION 

• Actively seeking and hiring suppliers, vendors 
and business partners that have diverse 
ownership and leadership, with a proven track 
record of inclusive processes and practices

EDUCATION & TRAINING

• Offering DEI education and training with a 
focus on awareness, unconscious bias, channel 
recruitment, advancement and leadership 
development

• Leveraging materials, visuals, examples and 
modes of access that draw on the differences 
in background, generation, belief and 
experiences of a diverse audience

• Reviewing language in education materials 
and textbooks, ensuring its inclusive, non–
denominational and represents a diverse 
demographic

MARKETING, COMMUNICATION & EVENTS

• Representing the diversity of IBAO Members 
and their clients in all ways—continuing to 
select imagery and visuals that highlight 
diversity, signal boosting the voices of brokers 
from a variety of backgrounds and using 
non–denominational language to not exclude 
beliefs 

• Being mindful that speakers, entertainment 
and talent are representative of diverse 
identities and communities 

• Sharing the full spectrum of our diversity 
activities through our member and consumer 
facing channels
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TIMELINE

2020

2021

Formed IBAO’s DEI Committee—Comprises 6 IBAO Staff Members  

Hosted first Facilitated DEI Workshop for IBAO Staff  

Introduced the idea to IBAO’s Board of Directors that DEI should be a strategic priority for IBAO 

Launched Keynote Speaker Series for IBAO Members featuring:
• Building Stronger Teams by Embracing Diversity l Dr. Hadiya Roderique 
• When Women Lead l Dr. Samantha Nutt 
• 50 Shades of Beige: Communicating with a Cross–Cultural Advantage l Tina Varughese
• Understanding the Black Experience, Becoming an Ally l Lekan Olawoye 
• Fueling Success Through Inclusivity & Diversity l Dr. Ivan Joseph  

Hosted DEI Discussion with IBAO Management Team 

Hosted Facilitated Listening Circles—IBAO Staff (no Management) followed by 
IBAO Management Team (no Staff)  

• Assessed data from our internal listening circles to create an action plan 
• Released a call to action to IBAO Members to participate in Broker Chanel 

Perspective Discussions 

Shared our Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Strategy with IBAO Board of Directors outlining 
specific goals; led a discussion to: 
• Confirm IBAO’s commitments and targets
• Agree on proposed accountability expectations and strategy 
• Appoint a Chair to IBAO’s DEI Committee 

JULY

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

JANUARY 

FEBRUARY

MARCH

MAY

APRIL
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2021
Sponsored the Women in Insurance Conference
• Panel host: Mentoring Women in The Workplace

Hosted first DEI Broker Committee Meeting—a group made up of passionate members 
from a diverse background
• Suzanne Pountney (Chair)—Ontario West Insurance Brokers
• Trevor MacIntosh—Zensurance
• Breanne Chapman—Mcdonagh Insurance
• Melissa Forward—Canada BrokerLink
• Tricia McCarthy—Orr Insurnace Brokers Inc.
• Jaimie Mulder—Reith & Associates
• Crystal Underhill—Reith & Associates
• Dionne Bowers—Canadian Association of Black Insurance Professionals

• Selected new HR Vendor to support internal IBAO team to rebuild HR foundational tools 
(promotion process, mentorship, performance reviews)

• Announced sponsorship and support for the newly formed Canadian Association of 
Black Insurance Professionals (CABIP). Partnership includes education collaboration, 
representatives on each other’s committees and other strategic endorsements

• Published The Ontario Broker Magazine under the theme of DEI

• Hosted a second DEI Broker Committee meeting to develop a 2022 Strategic Plan
• Sponsored “Dive IN’—a festival for diversity and inclusion in the insurance industry
• Launched registration for #IBAO2021 including:

• $50 of every registration supports the Gord Downie & Chanie Wenjack Fund
• Education session on the business case for DEI

• Hosted a free virtual session on the first National Day for Truth and Reconciliation 
featuring John Lagimodiere

• Launched bursary program for upcoming RIBO Level II classes—covering the cost of 
enrollment and textbooks for awarded BIPOC broker community members.

JUNE 

JULY

AUGUST

OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER
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INTERNAL

• Add DEI as a Fixed Agenda Item—IBAO Staff & Board Meetings
• Review Internal Policies & Procedures 

• Respect, Harassment & Discrimination
• Recruitment & Retention 

• Update IBAO Code of Conduct 
• Build Inclusive Leadership Traits into Job Descriptions & Role Requirements—IBAO Leadership 

Team, Board of Directors, Facilitators 
• Form Key Partnerships to Help Develop Internal DEI Training 
• Formalize DEI Training as part of IBAO’s Onboarding Process—IBAO Staff, Board of Directors, 

Facilitators  
• Annual Review & Assessment of DEI Strategy, Progress & Impact 

EXTERNAL

• Continue to Host Broker Channel Perspective Discussions 
• Survey Membership Base to Better Understand the Social Structure of our Membership Base 
• Continue Ongoing DEI Education & Training
• Introduce Land Acknowledgement Statements into all Sanctioned Events
• Evolve Benchmarks to Better Understand Equitable Pay and Advancement Opportunity
• Develop Key Resources including Policies & Procedures, Best Practices in Hiring, Leadership 

Development
• Continue to Sponsor & Support DEI Initiatives Inside and Outside the Industry 
• Ensure IBAO Advocacy Efforts Represent the Consumer Population Ontario Brokers Serve 
• Leverage our Unique Social and Political Capital to Drive Change—Key Messaging, Public 

Relations, Media & Events

NEXT STEPS
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